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It is well known that if / is a real continuous function on the unit

interval I, then the best polynomial p of degree m, in the Chebychev

sense, that approximates/has the property that if e is the error func-

tion, e=f—p, then there exist m + 2 points x0<xi< • • • <xm+i in 7

such that ( — l)'e(xi) = w||e||, where re=+l, and

||e|| = max { | e(x) |:x G 7}.

Moreover, this p is unique, and is characterized by this property.

In this paper we shall give a generalization of this result (except

for uniqueness, which does not hold) on a locally compact space X.

Let B = CiX) be the Banach space of all continuous real functions

on X, vanishing at infinity, with ||/||=max {|/(x)| : xQX}. Let

gi, • • • i gn be re fixed functions in B, linearly independent, and let

P— V{gi, • • • , gn}- The Chebychev approximation problem is to

find p0 in E such that [|/-£o|| ^||/-/>|| for all p in E. We can then

assert:

Theorem. Let fQB, poQP, e0=f—po. Then n.a.s.c. that \\f—p0\\

= 11/—^ll for aU P in P *J that for some r^n, there exist r + 1 points

x0, ■ ■ ■ ,xr in X such that the nXir +1) matrix {giixj)},i =1,2, ■ ■ • ,n;

j = 0,l, • ■ ■ ,r has rank r, and such that if the first r rows are independ-

ent irenumber the gi if necessary), and ai is the sgn of the cofactor of at

in the matrix

oo    ■ • ■     ar

giixo) ■ • • gliXr)   ,

gMo)   ■   ■   ■   griXr).

then eoixj) =a^\e^\u for all j such that aj9*0, where u = l or u= — 1.

In general, po is not unique. Also for a given p0 satisfying the con-

ditions of the theorem, the points x0, • ■ • , x, are not unique, and

not even the integer r is unique.

Finally, we remark that there is at least one important special

case where the integer r of the theorem can have only the value
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r = n. This is the case where X is a compact subset of the real line and

gt(x)=xi~1, *=1, 2, •••,«. It is this case that gives the classical

theorem stated at the beginning (except for uniqueness, which must

be proved separately).

To prove our theorem, we go to the dual space 73* of 73. We know

that 73* is the space of all regular finite signed measures on X; the

measurable sets are the Borel sets of X. For every F in 73*, we have

the Jordan decomposition F=Fi — F2, where Pi and F2 are (positive)

measures on disjoint subsets. If we put G = Fi + F2, then ||p|| =JxdG.

Throughout the following, we shall let N= {FEB*: JpdF = 0 tor

all p in P}, and 5 denotes the unit sphere of 73 *. We have (B/P) *^N,

an algebraic isomorphism and an isometry, so that inf {||/— ^>|| :pEP)

= W\f+P\\\=sup{ffdF: FENCES}, where |||/+P||| is the norm in

B/P.
Since P is finite dimensional, there is certainly some po in P such

that ||/-/>o||=inf{||/-£||:/>£P}. We let e0=f-p0. Since NC\S is

Hy*-compact, there is some F0 in Nr\S such that JfdF0 = sup \JjdF:

FENCES). Then Je0dF0=J(J-p0)dFo=JJdFo = \\j-Po\\ = |M- We
let C= {FENC\S: Je0dF = \\eo\\}. Then Cf^O. Since C is convex and

H/*-compact, C is generated by its extreme points.

For every F in B*, we let A(F) denote the support of F.

Lemma 1. Let F0 be an extreme point of C. Let Po denote the space of

functions of P, restricted to A(F0), and let m be the dimension of P0, so

m^n.   Then A(Po)  contains exactly m-\-i  points.   Moreover,   |e0(x)|

= ||Co|| for every x in l\(F0).

Proof. The last assertion follows immediately from the facts that

JeodFo = \\e0\\ and ||Po||=l.
Let Fo = Fi — F2 denote the Jordan decomposition of Po, and set

G = Fi + F2. Let i; = e0/||e0||. Then v(x) = i on A (Pi), v(x)=-i on

l\(F2), and JgdF0=JgvdG for every g in B.
Let H = L2(G). Then P0 has dimension m in 77, and JpdF0= JpvdG

= 0 for all p in P0, so that 77 is at least m +1 dimensional. Our desired

conclusion will follow if we show that 77 is exactly m + i dimensional.

If dim77>w-|-l, choose yinB such that s±V{P, v}, st^O. This

is possible, for B being dense in 77, choose any si in B, not in V {P, v),

and write sx = s2+s with s2 in V{P, v}, s±V{P, v}.

Since 5 and vEB, hence are bounded, there is a positive c such that

i±csv>0 on X, and since \v(x)\ =1 a.e. [G], we have J\v±cs\dG

= J\ i+csv\dG=J[i+csv]dG=JdG=i, because s±v. We now define

Fi and P4 in B* by dFt = (v+cs)dG, and dFt = (v-cs)dG. Then F3

and FtENr\S, clearly. Also, P3 and FiEC because, for example,
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JeodF3 = \\eo\\Jviv+cs)dG = \\eo\\Jv2dG = \\eo\\. Finally, E„= (E3 + E4)/2,
and we have reached our contradiction, because E0 is an extreme

point of C.

We are now ready to prove our theorem.

Suppose, then, that pa satisfies ||/— £0|| =||/~P[[ for every p in P;

poQP. Let E0 be an extreme point of C. Then A(E0) contains a finite

number m-\-l points, m^n. For the integer r of our theorem, we take

r = m, and take x0, • • • , xr to be the points of A(E0). The re X (r + 1)

matrix {gi(xy)j, 7=1, 2, • • • , re; 7 = 0, 1, ■ • • , r, must have rank r,

since its row space is isomorphic to E0, of dimension m = r. By re-

numbering the gi, we may suppose that the first r rows of our matrix

are independent.

Now our measure Eo is of the form JhdFo= ZJi~o hixj)mj for every

h in B. Since FoQN, the m, must satisfy

gl(Xo)   •   •   • gl(Xr)]|W

•     = 0.

• gr(Xo)   '   •   •  gr(xr)JlWr.

The coefficient matrix having rank r implies that the ray are given

uniquely apart from a scalar factor by the cofactors of a,- in the matrix

do     • • •     ar

gliXo)   •   ■   ■ gliXr)
1 ,

■ griXo)   ■   ■   •   JV(Xr).

and the condition ||Eo|| =1, or J^o |wy| =1, now fixes the ray apart

from a factor +1. No ray can be zero here, or else A(E0) would con-

tain fewer than r + 1 points. Finally, the equation ||e0|| =Je0dF0

— So £o(x,)ray together with 2o \mj\ = 1 imply that sgn ray

= sgn eoiXj),j = 0, ■ ■ ■ , r, and if we set ay equal to the sgn of its co-

factor in the matrix T, we have <Zy = sgn ray, 7 = 0, • • • , r, or else

oy=—sgn ?rey, i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , r, and we conclude that e0(xy) =way||eo||,

M = l or«=-l, and our theorem is half proved.

Conversely, if for some rgre, the reX(/ + l) matrix {gi(xy)},

« = 1, • • • , re; 7 = 0, 1, • • • , r has rank r for some r + 1 distinct

points x0, • • ■ , xr, and if a, is the sgn of its cofactor in the matrix T

above, supposing the first r rows of our re X (r + 1) matrix are inde-

pendent, and if, furthermore, we have e0(xy) =ayre||e0|| for all/ such

that aj9*0, j = 0, • • • , r, with u=+l, then we assert ||/—7>o||

i\\f-p\\ for all p in P.
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In fact, if ||/—g|| <||/—/>o|| = |le°ll for some q in P, then for every F

in N(~\S, we have JfdF=J(f-q)iF^\\f-q\\<\\e0\\. On the other
hand, we can construct an P0 in NC\S for which _//rfP0 = ||eo||. In-

deed, we need only solve the system

'gi(xo) ■ ■ ■ gi(xr)} (mQ

■     = 0

gr(Xo)   ■   ■   ■   gr(Xr)\   \mr.

with Eo | mi\ —i- The coefficient matrix has rank r, so the solution

m, is given, apart from a scalar, by the cofactor of ax in T, above, and

not all the m, are zero. Since Eo \mi\ —i> the measure Fo, given by

JhdFo= Eo h(xj)mj, is in N(~\S. We now have

/JdFo =   I  (/ — po)dFo =   I eodFo = E eo(xy)wy = w||e0|| E °j^>
•J •J 3=0 0

and since J]'0s,w,= ±1, we have JfdF0= +||e0||; if JJdFo= —\\eo\\.
take — Po instead of Po. The proof of the theorem is now complete.
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